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Each ST battery pack comprises several sub-packs, in turn 
containing battery cell modules. 
Initial tests have been performed to measure the noise le-

vels of the vacuum system, which is powered by an Epiroc 
battery pack.
“Following our tests, we noted quite clearly that the MPV’s 
noise levels are significantly more favourable than those 
from a diesel-powered machine,” says Ulf Marklund, Ope-
rations Manager at Railcare Machine. 
Although, as usually is the case with product developme-
nt, many things must be manufactured and assembled, the 
schedule has thus far been maintained. 
“If all goes as planned, we could already have the first and 
largest battery-powered track-bound maintenance vehicle 
in production after the summer,” says Ulf Marklund.•

High pressure in the 
railway industry

D A N I E L  Ö H O L M 
CEO, Railcare Group AB

There are thousands of miles of railway and subway 
around the world with a huge amount of people and 
goods being transported daily, to the sustainable socie-
ty we want to create. The railway is now in its second 
revolution, meaning new railways are being created, 
but above all, the existing railways around the world 
need to be maintained in a cost-effective, safe, and 
sustainable way.

During this time with the Covid-19 pandemic, great 
demands are placed on companies and society. The 
railway is a critical function where we continue to do 
everything we can to help maintain its function so that 
people and goods can arrive as they should.

We see a large market for our new and innovative 
solutions to solve the problems in rail maintenance. 
Railcare's heart lies in developing better machines, 
better systems, making everything easier and faster 
whilst taking care of our corporate culture "Railcare 
spirit". Since the company began, we have developed 
leading technology to dig with vacuum, delivered snow 
machines that today are appointed by the government 
as strategic machines for Sweden, built the first and 
largest battery-operated maintenance machine for the 
railway. It is exciting and the development is progres-
sing fast.

At Railcare, we feel that there is high pressure in the rail 
industry. During 2019, we had good growth and conti-
nue to see volume increases for our customers for many 
years to come. We also have a great deal of interest from 
new markets, mainly in terms of machine sales. I always 
say that staff are our most important resource because, 
without good staff at every level, the company would 
not be what it is today. A team where everyone is equal 
and has the drive to achieve our goals,  whilst having fun 
along the way.

With innovative solutions for the railways and with our 
staff as our primary resource, we build the Railcare of 
the future. In this issue of Railcare News, as in our daily 
work, we focus on staff. Happy reading.•

The world’s largest battery-powered rail ve-
hicle is currently being built in Skelleftehamn, 
Sweden and it will soon be time to pull back 

the dust cover and present the result. 

“...the MPV’s noise levels are  
significantly more favourable 

than those from a diesel-powered 
machine.”

Building the first and largest

The vehicle is the prototype battery-powered 
Multi Purpose Vehicle (MPV) on which work 
commenced in the autumn of 2019 at Railcare’s 

Skelleftehamn workshop. The MPV will be equipped 
with its own power source, vacuum pumps, hydraulics 
and operator cabs, enabling its use as a battery-powered 
complement to Railcare’s railway vacuum cleaner and 
snowmelter, and can also act as a towing vehicle for 
macadam wagons during track works. The foremost 
advantage: minimum emissions.
“For work underground and in urban centres, with strict 
demands in terms of safety, the working environment 
and high efficiency, we perceive considerable potential 
for emissions-free work vehicles in our existing mar-
kets, as well as opportunities to secure projects from 
new customer categories,” says Daniel Öholm, CEO of 
Railcare Group AB.

Noise-level testing
While the vehicle is being built in Skelleftehamn, 
Sweden, Epiroc is developing systems to connect seve-
ral of their battery packs to raise the MPV’s capacity. 

Cell

Module

Sub-pack

Pack

The core is lithium-ion 
batterycells of 4.2V

The liquid cooled module 
contains 672 batterycells 
connected to 100V 

8st modules are mounted into 
a encapsuled sub-pack which 
which delivers 800V 

The final ST14 batterypack 
contains 4 Sub-packs.  

In the MPV three ST14 battery-
packs are mounted  
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»Epiroc’s initiation of partnerships with other Original 
Equipment Manufactures (OEM) is attributable to 
our company’s increased focus on electrification. 

Electric power brings completely different technologies 
than those used with diesel and requires a completely 
different level of knowledge. “Epiroc has been on this jour-
ney for almost ten years, and, now that we are producing 
large-scale electric power, we perceive opportunities and 
needs among other manufacturers,” says Erik Svedlund, 

Head of Marketing at Epiroc. 
Among Epiroc’s customers, electrification is taking place 
on a global scale and the trends can be observed in procu-
rement processes where zero-emission requirements are 
constantly increasing. As a manufacturer, the transition 
is complicated and costly, making collaboration between 
companies even more important.

“We believe in collaboration and accelerating electrifi-
cation among other companies. This is good for us, for 
other companies, for the environment and for the working 
environment of those who work with and around these 
machines. We must progress towards zero emissions and, 
commercially, batteries are the most viable way to achieve 
this change. Although there are other promising techno-
logies, they are not yet ripe from a technical perspective,” 
Erik says. “Nor is it a matter of electrifying a single machine 
but requires complete electrification. That means we have 
to work on modularity and scalability. That is, systems 
suited to machines of different types and sizes, such as Rail-
care’s MPV. Railcare is the first to develop battery-powered 

construction machines of this size class. We are talking 
about really big, high-power batteries that are selected to 
power the MPV,” he continues.
 
Epiroc+Northvolt+Railcare = a green future
Northvolt, a key player in the transition to fossil-free, is 
currently building one of Europe’s largest battery factories 
in Skellefteå. Erik explains further how synergies between 
the companies can help us achieve a renewable future. 
“One thing being discussed is the climate impact of the 
batteries. Northvolt will operate its factory with renewable 
energy, eliminating 80 per cent of the batteries’ clima-
te impact. This means that Northvolt will manufacture 

the world’s greenest batteries. Although the process still 
includes raw materials extracted from mines, this is where 
Epiroc makes a difference. By switching our machines to 
renewable power from Northvolt batteries, the world’s 
greenest, we help make the raw materials even greener. In 
the future, it could theoretically be possible to manufacture 
batteries with no climate impact. 
Thanks to the collaboration between Railcare, Epiroc and 
Northvolt, not only does Railcare develop and produce the 
world’s first and largest emissions-free railway construc-
tion vehicles, the MPV also has the world’s greenest batte-
ries, making rail maintenance even greener.” • 

“Railcare is the first to develop 
battery-powered construction 

machines of this size”

Cooperation for a greener future
Railcare News has talked to Erik Svedlund, Head of Marketing at Epiroc, to see how the collaboration 

between the companies continues on the production of the MPV. 

Erik Svedlund, Epiroc

Render of the Northvolt Ett battery factory in Skellefteå
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Although they may not be aware of it themselves, all com-
panies have some form of corporate culture. Eventually, 
even the lack of a conscious corporate culture becomes 
a type of culture in itself. Characteristic of successful 
corporate cultures is their clarity on the values governing 
the company and a clear vision, meaning that everyone in 
the company knows what the objectives are and how the 
company will achieve them. 
“We work continuously to maintain and strengthen our 
culture as we grow and obviously this can be a challenge. 
Culture is like a perishable product, always needing to be 
refreshed,” says Daniel Öholm, CEO of Railcare Group. 
“We make a conscious effort to keep our operations within 
relatively small companies to maintain an ambience of 
familiarity.”  

High degree of satisfaction among personnel
Corporate culture is crucial for job satisfaction, success and 
earnings.
“On conducting an employee survey, we achieved a high 
response rate and favourable grades across the board, so 
we perceive job satisfaction among Railcare personnel 
as high,” says Daniel. This is also something we notice in 
discussions with customers. We are often told that our 
employees are eager, capable and pleasant.
Ulf Marklund, Deputy CEO of Railcare Group and founder 
of the company, adds:
“A strong part of our culture is our focus on solutions and 
being independent. This dates back to our early days, when 
there were no supervisors or project managers on our 
machines. For the first few years, the operators were who 

our customers met. Today, the projects are bigger, and we 
have supervisors there to help when multiple machines are 
involved. At the end of the day, however, the machine opera-
tors and locomotive drivers remain our outward face.”

Managers convey the culture
Employee motivation and commitment are determined not 
only by the financial objectives of the company but are also 
largely dependent on the style of management within the 
company. 
“As a manager and leader, you also convey the culture, with 
management building on our basic values to motivate pro-
gress among your team,” says Ulf. Put simply, it is a matter of 
behaviour. Honesty, humility and common sense are highly 
important concepts in advancing our culture forward and a 
great deal can be achieved having those qualities.
“When I’m out presenting the company, I often say that 
machines are no better than whoever is operating them. 
The same thing applies to a company – it will never be better 
than the people running it,” Daniel concludes. • 

Maintaining a positive corporate culture

• respecting workplace safety
• being solutions-oriented and 

generating value for custo-
mers, suppliers, colleagues 
and, accordingly, for the 
company as a whole 

• continuously developing our 
own skills and those of others  

• taking responsibility, keeping 
our promises and treating all 
people equally and with res-
pect

Railcare’s
core values:

Corporate culture is a frequent topic of discussion among companies, both large and small, and 
Railcare is no exception. Once a company has established a favourable culture, the challenge is to 

maintain it, particularly as the company grows and its operations expand.  

Daniel Öholm and Ulf Marklund
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Start-up 
for Lining

BBenni began working on the railways in 1979. After 
20 years at Banverket Production (production unit 
of the former Swedish Rail Administration) in the 

vicinity of his home town of Lycksele, he sought to see a 
bit more of the world and continued his career at Banver-
ket Projecting (planning unit of the former Swedish Rail 
Administration).
“When construction of the marshalling yard in Umeå estate 
began in 2009, I felt I wanted something more, so I started 
my own business. I worked with most aspects of railways, 
including as a construction manager, surveyor and permit 
inspector.” 
Today, with his company Wingerlis, he is part of the 
Progressu company cluster, which offers planning and 
construction management services and holds a framework 
agreement with Trafikverket.

New methods for culvert renovation
Benni has mostly worked with railway lines, tracks and 
switches, but also extensively with groundwork and drai-
nage and he tells us about the methods used to renovate 
culverts beneath the railway.
“Normally, concrete lining was used. A mould was built, the 
spaces filled with concrete and the mould then dismant-
led – and the culvert had been lined. It looked good and 
worked well, but it wasn’t a great working environment to 
be crawling through narrow culverts and the method was 
relatively expensive.
In 2002, during a track replacement project outside Vän-
näs, Benni, in his role as construction manager, met some 
workers from Vilhelmina who were digging out a culvert 
and about to make a concrete lining.
“They were not having fun with the job and asked me if I 
had heard that you could line culverts with fibreglass as 
they did in Vilhelmina.”
This aroused Benni’s curiosity and he took the idea to Per 

Lindmark at the project office, who was always interested 
in innovative, new methods. 

Demonstration of Inpipe
Contact was established with Inpipe in Vilhelmina, whose 
CEO at the time, Olle Karlsson, also invited Ulf Marklund 
from Railcare. The study visit to Inpipe led to a sample li-
ning project being carried out outside Vindeln in 2002 and 
everyone was impressed with the lining.
“Ulf Marklund stuck his chin out and said Railcare could do 
the same for half the price. We don’t need to stop trains, we 
don’t need periods of exclusive access to the line, we handle 
everything.” The rest is history.
Since then, the operations have progressed well, with more 
than a thousand railway linings being renovated. These 
have been larger culverts and Benni has not seen any disad-
vantages with the method.
“The colour of the first culverts may have turned out a little 
different, but you definitely don’t see anything that would 
be of concern. A major advantage with the lining method 
is that the culverts can easily be extended. You simply 
determine how much additional length you need each side 
to account for any future raising of the embankment. In the 
past, extending culverts was an extensive process and there 
was always a risk that the joins would cave in. 
Using tracked vehicles for the installation is also an ad-
vantage. Tracked vehicles can manage the terrain safely, 
accessing sites without disrupting train services.” 
Benni still monitors that first sample culvert carefully. 
“When I drive past Vindeln, I often take a look as it’s so 
close to main road 363 and you can’t avoid seeing it.” •

We are currently witnessing an increase in volu-
mes, for which we must ramp up our capacity. 
This demonstrated our need for a framework 

agreement for ballast suction, which resulted in the fra-
mework agreement that Trafikverket has today signed with 
Railcare,” says Anders. “We needed flexibility in advancing 
these projects and national coordination of the available 
resources. Here we established a direct relationship with 
the supplier rather than procuring the service as part of the 
track replacement package. If we had continued as before, 
the solution would probably have been inadequate, and 
I do not believe the available resources would have been 
sufficient.”
 
Favourable dialogue
When you consider how Trafikverket is advancing its 
projects regarding track replacement, Anders has observed 
that some things work well and others less well. Problems 
can range from poor scheduling; insufficient time being 
allocated and projects ending up being expensive. The key 
lies in building up a better knowledge base at an earlier 
stage and cable management fits in well here.
“There may be different reasons why we have to do so-
mething – to improve flow, to increase safety or to ensure 
we get more for the money. At Trafikverket, we have noti-
ced a difference after entering the framework agreement,” 
says Anders. We have gained a solutions-oriented partner 
who is helping us advance the project. Various projects 
require machines being booked and the general view is 
that Railcare provides rapid and helpful support and an 
immediate and constructive dialogue. “We have many 
agreements, but this one stands out in a positive way in my 
view. Naturally there is always potential for improvement 
and development in the wording of the agreements and our 
current approach. An improvement of this nature is a mat-
ter of planning. The ground conditions are difficult on some 
stretches and the need for lowering is sometimes greater 
than planned. In such cases, production may progress more 

slowly than planned. We are now reviewing whether cable 
placement can take place two years before the lowering, 
giving us earlier knowledge of the conditions and allowing 
us to plan costs and schedule track works accurately.”
 
Battery-powered operation is interesting
Anders believes that an agreement of this type, based on the 
market situation and Trafikverket´s current procurement 
approach, is a good solution for the future. “The agreement 
provides both parties stability in their planning and creates 
conditions for investments.” Anders is also interested in 
Railcare’s development of battery-powered operations:
“We hope to be able to introduce machines like these into 
our operations where emissions or various kinds of noise 
are an issue. This is a benefit of electric power, although a 
certain volume is required and we hope to be such a custo-
mer and will be able to use this agreement as a basis for 
that,” Anders concludes. •

Anders Boëthius, Procurement Strategist at Trafikverket focuses on railway contracting and asso-
ciated materials, machinery and staffing issues. Anders was involved in drawing up the framework 

agreement signed with Railcare in early February 2019. 

Future agreement  
focused on problem solving 

With more than 40 years on the railways, he 
can definitely be called a veteran of the indu-

stry. Benni Wingerli has been involved in many 
advancements, including the introduction of the 

lining method. »

Anders Boëthius
Photo: Trafikverket

August 2003. 
Jan Hertig, Per Lindmark and Jonny Granlund (Railcare) at a Lining 
site visit outside Vindeln
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NEVILLE HILL
PROJECT FILE 16435-6

WOLVERHAMPTON
PROJECT FILE 17655-9

UK PROJECTS 
CHRISTMAS 2019
During Christmas weekend in 2019, Railcare had multiple machines running on two projects. The over-
all scope was to excavate Switches & Crossing units and Plain Line areas to a depth of 300mm below 

Sleeper bottom. Thereafter install geotextiles to assist in the reduction of contamination from the 
formation levels below and to help the strengthening and compaction of the ballast layer. Finally lay 
in new ballast and compact with Robel hand-held vertical tamping machines, form shoulders where 

required and dress off-track ready for final tamping to design by the mainline machine. 

LOCATION
The worksite was situated on both the Up and Down Stour 
Lines within the close confines of the station. 

MAIN WORKS
These were planned to be delivered by two of Rialcare´s 
Railvac machines and the Ballast Feeder System over a pe-
riod of 60 hours during a 72 hour Christmas blockade with 
the works being completed in good time. 

LOCATION
The worksite was situated on the Down Hull Main Line close 
to the Neville Hill train maintenance depot in Leeds. 

MAIN WORKS
These were planned to be delivered by a single Railvac 
Machine over a period of 36hrs during a 52 hour Christmas 
blockade but in fact, the works were completed early due to 
high production rates and good project planning. 

CUSTOMER TESTIMONIAL
Dave Womack - Network Rail Works Delivery Manager:
"Now that the dust has started to settle a little after the 
Christmas renewal and then basically straight into Heaton 
Lodge just wanted to now take a moment to thank everyo-
ne involved in successfully delivering both Neville Hill and 
Heaton Lodge South.
Both were challenging at times for various reasons, but both 
delivered to a high standard.
Once again great teamwork and collaborative working 
between all contractors and NWR."

SHEFFIELD STATION
PROJECT FILE 1483-6

LOCATION
These worksites were situated within the confines of plat-
forms 8 and 2 and covered a length extending 200 yards 

MAIN WORKS
These were planned to be delivered by two of our Railvac 
machines and the Railcare Ballast Feeder System over a pe-
riod of 24 hours during a 52 hour Christmas blockade. With 
the works being less complex than others it was completed 
in very good time.
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High-capacity snow 
removal fleet 

Railcare offers mechanised snow removal with proprietary machines, including the SR 700, the world’s
largest snowmelter, as well as the SR 300, SR 200 and SR 100. 

With several snow removal options, there are many benefits from using Railcare’s machines.

With the SR 100, 300 and 700 models, the snow 
problem disappears completely as they melt 
the snow into water. This means that there is no 

need, at a later stage, to use other machines or vehicles to 
remove the snow when it starts to get in the way, block-
ing trains or other railway operations. The snow removal 
machines also have very high capacity, which is helpful for 
customers because it means that section of tracks need only 
be closed for brief periods at night. 
“Railcare’s SR 700 has a high capacity and can also clear pe-
destrian paths, which makes it great for clearing marshal-

ling yards, such as in Hagalund and Hallsberg, Sweden. The 
SR 700 has been highly useful in Hallsberg over the past 
few years and lately we have also assigned one to Hagalund, 
where we plan to use it for heavy snowfalls,” says Adam 
Sundin, Operations Manager at Railcare AB. Furthermore, 
when able to operate completely unimpeded, the SR 300 
can clear about 100 switches in a single night at Stockholm 
Central Station. As a complement, there is also the SR 100, 
which is very good at handling ice build-up from rail vehic-
les, which is a major problem as it can get stuck in switches 
and switch tongues. •

Railcare’s SR 700 snowmelter has capacity 
to melt more than 700 cubic metres of snow 
per hour.
It is not uncommon to clear 3000 cubic me-
tres of snow with SR 700 during a shift.

Accordingly, the SR 700 replaces 100 lorries 
transporting cleared snow.

3000m3

=
100 

In the railway industry, work continues 365 days 
a year, including major holidays like Christmas. 
Emma Ivarsson is a locomotive driver at Railcare 

and is currently working with the Kaunis Iron trans-
ports. Emma worked over Christmas 2019 and tells 
us a little about what it is like to work with something 
essential for Sweden’s transports to arrive on time, but 
that can impact family life.
“Actually, it’s a workday much like any other and the 
tasks are not significantly different, unless travel 
arrangements and flights get messed up because other 
people aren’t working,” Emma says. 
Living 900 kilometres from where she works, Emma 
normally flies to and from Kiruna for work. Over Christ-
mas, however, there were no flights, so she had to drive 
all the way home to Offerdal. 

Celebrated Christmas nonetheless
“You never really look forward to working on the Christ-
mas holidays, but if you have worked as a locomotive 
driver for almost ten years, you get used to the work si-
tuation, and so does your family. As I usually say - If you 
don’t like it, there are other jobs,” Emma continues. “I 

live by myself, so I have no immediate family affected by 
my work over the Christmas holidays, but I have siblings 
who would probably like me to be home for Christmas.” 

Emma understands that it can be difficult if your family 
does not appreciate you having a job that can involve a 
lot of overtime and time away from home. 
“You notice a tendency, in yourself and colleagues, that 
you end up with a certain type of people,” Emma says.
“This Christmas, work went very well and Railcare had 
ordered in food and treats and other Christmas things.”

Odd working 
hours on the 
railway 

“...you end up with 
a certain type  

of people...”

For many, Christmas is a period spent at 
home with the family. Certain operations never 

rest though, and society is fortunate to have 
heroes willing to work.
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Roger describes himself as a completely ordinary 
joker who turns 65 this year. He comes from Öst-
ersund and, after living in Knivsta, he ended up 

in Skelleftehamn when doing his military service on the 
icebreakers. He met his then wife there and stayed.
“I worked briefly at Siporex, where Railcare now has 
its headquarters, and then spent 12 years at the Rönn-
skärsverken plant. There, I came into contact with, and 
was employed by, Rivteknik, which was owned by Ulf 
Marklund at the time.”
Four years later, the company was sold, and Roger was 
made redundant. In the meantime, Ulf Marklund and 
Leif Dahlqvist had launched Railcare, then under the 
name Railvac, which worked with vacuum machines for 
the railways.
“I ran into Ulf unexpectedly in Skelleftehamn and he 
asked if I was interested in coming to work with them. 
That was on 14 April 1994, and I started the very next 
day.”

Roger Kristoffersson has worked at Railcare 
for 26 years and still enjoys his work and me-
eting his colleagues. He was the first operator 

to be recruited and Railcare News met with 
him to hear his story.

Different working periods
I catch up with Roger on a Thursday night at the com-
pany’s overnight accommodation in Lidingö, outside 
Stockholm. Operators and locomotive drivers working 
with snow removal are staying here. I ask what it is like 
to work for extensive periods and if it has always been 
that way.
“No, initially we worked more or less every day, so you 
had to sneak in some leave. Later, we would work for 14 
days and be off work for seven days – I liked that a lot. 
Since then, we have had a number of different arrange-
ments, and tried out a few more, but ultimately ended 
up with ten days on and ten days off.” Roger goes on to 
say 
“Some of us advocated 14/7 and had to more or less be 
forced to accept the new arrangement. Today, however, 
I wouldn’t want it any other way. I really enjoy it now. 
Those ten days pass by quickly.” 

Like a second family
Why have you stayed with the company all these years?
“I still find it is just as childishly fun. Even though the 
work is basically the same wherever you end up, it’s just 
as much fun. I enjoy working outdoors and being among 
people and this is like my second family. It’s a bit of a 
shame to say this, considering I have a family at home, 
but when I’m five or six days into my time off, I start 
looking forward to getting back to work.” 
Roger has been living in Örebro since 2001 and, despite 
his age, he’s not considering retirement yet.
“No, I’m not looking that far ahead. As long as my body’s 
up to it, I’ll carry on and apparently I’m doing so-
mething right because they’re letting me stay.” •

Restructuring to meet 
increased demand

The structure had been under review for some time 
and an approach was developed for streamlining the 
companies.

“Looking ahead, there will be considerable market press-
ure for all of our units and this is a step in streamlining the 
companies and focusing on production,” says Jonny Gran-
lund, who plays an overarching role as the Business Area 
Manager for Scandinavia. He is assisted by an administra-
tion team and a safety team. This provides coordinated ma-
nagement of the companies regarding safety management, 
permits, training, etc. 

Export becomes Machine
One of the major changes was that Railcare Export chang-
ed name to Machine, bringing the machine and wagon 
workshops in Skelleftehamn under its responsibilities, 

as well as the innovation and design department. On a 
part-time basis, Tobias Lindgren from Railcare Lining will 
be supporting Jan Billberg with sales and marketing. Ulf 
Marklund is taking on the role of Operations Manager.
“We did this now because we are experiencing increased 
demand for machine sales and feel that we are now ready to 
invest more where our customers are located,” says Daniel 
Öholm, CEO of Railcare Group.  

Locomotive workshop becomes separate company
In Långsele, the locomotive workshop has also been 
separated off, forming its own company, which, in a purely 
structural sense, falls under Railcare T, with the new com-
pany being named Railcare Locomotive. Patrik Söderholm, 
who has been part of the Långsele management team for 
several years, became the Operations Manager. •

In the summer of 2019, Railcare’s management presented a plan for the restructuring of the Group. 
The reasons included a need to coordinate management and safety controls, but also to meet 

increased demand for machine sales.

In the late autumn of 2019, Railcare signed an agreement to 
acquire electricity company Elpro i Skellefteå AB.
“Railcare seeks to secure its electrical expertise, both 
for the present and to prepare for future expansion in 
the Machine Sales business area. In recent years, half of 
Elpro’s personnel has worked at Railcare’s Skelleftehamn 
workshop and, in the spring of 2020, all of the company’s 
offices, warehousing and workshops will move over to our 
facility,” says Daniel Öholm, CEO of Railcare Group AB.
“Knowing the employees well because they have been wor-
king alongside us for several years, we will enjoy welcoming 
the new company and its employees to Railcare.” •

Reinforcing electrical skills

1996. Roger at the workshop in Skelleftehamn

2020. The accomodation in Lidingö

Still
going 

strong! 

The Elpro team:
Kurt Boström, Ronny Lundgren, Pär Nyström,  

Albin Lindberg, Daniel Nyström
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Award-winning author
Stina was born in 1983 and grew up in Norrböle, Skel-

lefteå together with her siblings Daniel and Jenny. 
She attended the Anderstorp Upper-secondary School 

and then moved to Stockholm where she studied journa-
lism at Södertörn University. This was also where she met 
her American husband, with whom she moved to Denver, 
Colorado aged only 22.
“I didn’t complete the journalism programme, but instead 
took a BA in history at the University of Colorado to qualify 
for the law programme there.”

Becoming a writer
For Stina, it was obvious, since childhood, that she would 
become a writer.
“Yes, I’ve always been interested in writing. Even in first 
grade I said that I wanted to become a writer and whenever 
we visited a toy shop, notebooks were what I wanted to buy. 
I’ve been writing and scribbling in notebooks for as long as 
I can recall.”
We return to talking about her studies in the US and her 
reasons for studying law.
“I always tried to plan my career so that it would either 
inspire or in some way favour my writing. I thought a career 
in law would give me material for my stories, but that 
proved completely ill-conceived. I dropped out of the pro-
gramme and really felt awful. But then I just sat down and 

started writing and my husband said, ‘Write a book, that’s 
what you really want to do.’ 
So I did.” Stina took various jobs and wrote both at work 
and at home.

A special manuscript
Once Stina had decided to write a book, she wrote several 
manuscripts.
“I was often highly inspired initially but would later find 
an idea didn’t hold up all the way and abandon it. To a great 
extent, it was really about finding my own voice. I aban-
doned a lot of material because I didn’t think it made the 
grade in purely literary and linguistic terms. It took quite 
a while before I had something that I was happy with and I 
sent that to several publishers. No one was interested, but I 
received some personal assessments that encouraged me to 
keep going.”
During her studies, Stina had seen a documentary about 
Highway 16 in Canada, the road where a large number of 
women had disappeared over several decades.
“I thought a lot about these disappearances along a stretch 
of road and the grief of the relatives who never found out 
what had happened. I had these thoughts in the back of my 
mind for a long time and, when I finally started writing The 
Silver Road, it all came out very quickly – just Lelle and the 
road. There was something special about that manuscript 

and I felt early on that this could be something.”

Celebrated debut
The reactions to The Silver Road were not 
expected. The nominations poured in and The 
Silver Road won Best Crime Novel of the Year, 
Book of the Year and the Glass Key award.
“At first, I was afraid that no one would read the 
book, but when the nominations and awards 
came in, another concern was that my next 
book would disappoint people or not achieve 
the same success as The Silver Road. The 
response has been fantastic, and it seems to me 
that you almost never get such a response for 
a book. If it doesn’t happen again, at least I will 
have experienced it once. And I’m very happy 
for that.” 

The film and next book
Successful books are often made into films and, 
when asked about that, Stina says:
“The film rights are sold to Bauta Film. The 
same company that produced Sameblod.”
In the spring of 2020, her second book, 
The Last Snow, is due for release and Stina tells 
us a little about it.
“It’s a standalone novel with brand new charac-
ters, but I think people will nonetheless find it 
familiar. The story takes place in a small village 
outside Arvidsjaur in northern Sweden and is 
about a family that is a bit odd, a bit different. 
This one is a suspense novel too, so I’m delving 
into the darkness again.”•

Stina Jackson

Photo: Stefan Tell
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Reference projects 
for the future

The locomotive workshop in Långsele is strategically located on the main rail line in northern 
Sweden and Railcare has 14 specially-adapted tracks here, where Railcare’s personnel carry out 

both light and heavy maintenance. 

At the end of 2019 and in early 2020, Railcare began 
working on some interesting and rewarding pro-
jects. Among other things, Railcare has initiated 

an environmental adaptation by changing an engine for 
Railway Broker to meet current emissions requirements. 
In conjunction with the engine change, the machine’s 
lighting is also being upgraded and it is being equipped 
with rail carriers to make it even more useful. 
“This machine is to be leased to Infranord and we view 
this as a reference project, hoping this will have a knock-
on effect as Infranord faces a large number of engine 
changes over the next few years,” says Patrik Söderholm, 
Operations Manager at Railcare Lokverstad. 

New class of locomotive in Sweden
Railcare Lokverkstad has also been entrusted by Nordic 

Re-Finance to install ATC2 on three large diesel locomo-
tives purchased from DSB in Denmark. ATC2 is a safety 
system for railways and railway vehicles that monitors 
speed-limits and prevents them from being exceeded and 
stop signals being passed. 
The project includes technical drawings, cable laying, 
connection and commissioning, as well as administration 
of the approval process in contact with Trafikverket.
In addition to the above, all of the locomotives are also to 
be painted and the driving environment will be upgraded 
to some extent. The Swedish designation for this class of 
locomotive is TME. This is a new class of locomotive in 
Sweden and corresponds to a TMZ locomotive in terms of 
size and traction. • 

Railcare Workshop

1,000 transports for Kaunis Iron
Transports of iron ore between Kiruna and Narvik 
for Kaunis Iron commenced in the autumn of 2018. 
These transports have continued with no signifi-
cant disruptions and transport number 1,000 took 

place at the end of April.

We are delighted with our first full year of operation. 
We have exceeded our targets and employ almost 
400 people, which is gratifying of course. This 

provides a solid foundation for our ambition of building a 
mining operation in Pajala that is sustainable in the long 
term,” says Klas Dagertun in a press release on Kaunis Iron’s 
website. Klas Dagertun succeeded Per-Erik Lindvall as the 
CEO of Kaunis Iron in September 2019.

New Site Manager for Railcare T
At the end of March, Tim Björkman Haraldsson became the 
new site manager for Railcare T’s operations at the tranship-
ment terminal in Pitkijärvi. 
Tim was recruited internally and previously drove trans-
ports between Kiruna and Narvik, as well as instructing 
drivers on the TRAXX locomotive. 
“What would life be without challenges. Being entrusted by 
Jonny Granlund and Railcare with the responsibilities of 
Site Manager is very exciting,” Tim says. • 

Tim Björkman Haraldsson

Peter Granholm, Railcare Lokverkstad changing an engine

Nordic Re-Finance new TME locomotive

»
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During 2019, Railcare T worked rigorously to prepare 
for the upcoming track replacements that will 
gather pace in 2020. This year, Railcare will be 

involved in track replacement programmes for Infrakraft, 
Infraservice and NRC Group. 
“With so many track replacements taking place in 2020, it 
is beneficial that planning has been completed so early. We 
also receive many requests on an ongoing basis,” says Johan 
Hansén, Head of Operations at Railcare T.

New planning system
With the pressure being higher than usual because of the 
upcoming projects, a major challenge for Railcare’s trans-
port department is securing staffing for all planned projects 
and shifts. During the spring, Railcare implemented a 
system developed in-house for planning the deployment of 
personnel and machines and this provides a useful over-
view for project management and personnel alike. 

“Something also energising our team ahead of the upco-
ming track replacements is the enjoyment derived from 

collaborating with our industry colleagues. Infrakraft, a 
new player in the market, partnered with us on an excellent 
project between Flen and Eskilstuna in 2019. Infrakraft is 
a very good partner and highly professional in its work,” 
Johan concludes. •

Railcare offers its customers special transports, including locomotives, wagons and personnel. One 
area in which the company specialises is contract and project transports in connection with track 

replacement programmes and many of the plans for the summer of 2020 are now in place.

Numerous track replacements 
planned for 2020

“Infrakraft is a very good 
partner and highly  

professional in its work.”

On this occasion, the fourth time the Academy 
was arranged, fewer participants were inducted. 
Ultimately, five people received instruction and 

practical training on machines in Sweden and the UK. 
“Experiencing increased demand in both of our home mar-
kets, we need to ensure that we have sufficient operational 
staff,” says Daniel Öholm, CEO of Railcare Group AB and 
Managing Director  in the UK.

Unique to the UK
In conjunction with the new academy, a number of Rail-
care’s UK subcontractors were also trained to work with 
Railvac machines. The reason for this is to have staff near 
at hand to help with production peaks in that country. 
“This is the first time we have UK staff on the machines,” 
Daniel says. •

Railcare Academy 4
Railcare Academy is the name of the  

internal training programme that Railcare has 
run for new operators. In the autumn of 2019 it 

was time again.

Photo: Infrakraft
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Battery-powered at Nordic Rail 

In October 2019, it was once again time for the 
largest rail exhibition in the Nordic region: Elmia 
Nordic Rail.  This year Railcare offered a little extra 

when they invited PWR Racing and Robert Dahlgren 
to their stand. The visitors to the exhibition had the 
chance to win VIP tickets for the upcoming season of 
TCR STCC Scandinavia by challenging Robert, who 
recently secured the championship title in Sweden, in a 
driving simulator.

Battery operation
Just like Railcare, PWR Racing is investing heavily in 
new development. They showed off their custom-built 
battery-powered racing car that attracted the interest 
of many visitors. -Railcare and PWR Racing operate 
in two completely different areas but are very similar 
when it comes to being at the forefront of development 
and innovation. They have developed a new batte-
ry-powered racing car and we work with our batte-
ry-powered machine MPV, says Daniel Öholm CEO 
Railcare Group AB.• 

ELMIA NORDIC RAIL FACTS 2019

8 October  - 10 October
Number of exhibitors: 260
Visitors: 3,533
Number of daily visits: 4,283

Updated website for Railcare

In the autumn of 2019, Railcare launched its new website, 
along with the English version.
The site is now in line with today's digital platforms and is 

a great source for our shareholders to find information and 
keep updated from the company.
For more information visit www.railcare.se •

Railcare joined forces with local school in Derby to 
raise £1,000 for Derbyshire Children's Holiday 
Centre. The school organised various fundraising 

events and Railcare matched the amount they raised. 

The holiday centre supports Firs Primary School with ho-
lidays for the children. Paula Martin – Headteacher expla-
ined  “Many of our children come from very economically 
deprived backgrounds so to be able to raise this amount 
of money was a huge achievement. Families who struggle 
to make ends meet were very generous in supporting our 
fundraising activities. 

Steve Mugglestone – Project Manager at Railcare who 
has links with both the school and the charity wanted to 
help with the extra funding “It’s a really worthy cause for 
the children, a great institution. One of my brothers went 
there and because of our links with the school and the 
number of children who are deprived, we wanted to give 
the fundraising an extra boost.”
Last year the school sent 32 children to Skegness for a 
holiday which wouldn’t be possible without the Derbyshi-
re Children’s Holiday Centre. Lesia Tombs – DCHC’s 

Operations Executive, said: “We are extremely grateful to 
Railcare and Firs Primary School. It’s a sign how growing 
partnerships and relationships is to everyone’s mutual 
benefit.” •

Raising money for local children’s charity
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Success in 200-metre ice hockey

The 200-metre ice hockey competition is arranged 
in collaboration between Swedish high-street bank 
SEB and the clubs of the Swedish Hockey League 

(SHL). It all began when SEB signed an agreement to insure 
SHL and sought an innovative arrangement regarding ac-
tivities. To help with this, SEB enlisted the events company 
Key Membership Club. The result was the 200-metre ice 
hockey format, which, in its initial years, took place on a 
rink with skates, clubs and a puck.
“Launching the third year, it seemed like time to shake up 
the format and make room for new talent. Once we had 
decided to switch to para ice hockey, this felt like the right 
way to go because it would add a completely new dimen-
sion to the competition,” says Andreas Bengtsson of Key 
Membership Club.
Since launching para ice hockey, substantial benefits have 
been observed in several regards. The partnership between 
SHL and the Swedish Parasport Association has been bro-
adened and several clubs are now considering establishing 
their own para ice hockey teams. 

Results in Skellefteå
So, what was the result of the competition in Skellefteå? 
Tobias Lindgren, representing Railcare, had trained hard 

training and borrowed a sledge from the Skellefteå Paras-
port Association. This paid off as he made it convincingly to 
the evening finals, which he then won.
As the prize in each 200-metre ice hockey competition, 
SEB grants the winning companies use of its advertising 
space at the 14 SHL arenas – a high-value prize. •

When the fifth annual 200-metre ice hockey event came to Skellefteå Kraft Arena, Railcare was stan-
ding by, ready to do whatever was necessary to secure victory. 
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